Parent Helpers
By now an email will have been sent to you from the
class reps asking for volunteers to help take the children
off site next half term.
If you could let your class rep’s know if you are available
to help we would really appreciate it.
I know that some people would like to volunteer who
have got younger children but unfortunately we are not
able to include parents with smaller children in our
ratios.
Thanks in advance.

Changes in weather
As the weather keeps changing on a daily basis it would
be great if your child came to school with both a sun hat
and a rain coat. Especially since we will be going off-site
regardless of weather. Thank you!

Fine diner/Proud cloud
Our fine diner is Auden. For being sensible and polite at
lunchtimes.
Our proud cloud is Ben. For a great explanation about
why addition is commutative and subtraction is not.

Have a lovely weekend! 
Mrs Moss
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Newsletter
Friday 26th May

Pre-Learning
English: After Half Term we are learning about
the features of letters, how letters are set out,
language used and how to write a letter. It
would be a benefit for your child to look at
different types of letters you might have at
home. Then discuss with them how the letter
is set out and language used. Talk about how a
letter is started and closed off.

Learning this week
English: This week in English we have
written a story based on the book ‘Billy’s
bucket’ by Kes Gray and Garry Parsons.
We thought about what could be in our
bucket and then we planned our own
story. Then we used our plan to write a
story about our bucket and the purpose
of the story is to entertain the reader.
Maths: This week we have been learning
about addition and subtraction. We learnt
that addition is commutative and
subtraction isn’t. We also practised using
a number line to subtract numbers and
we also counted on along a number line
when we were finding the difference.

Things to remember

 Library books - Wednesday.
 Please be prompt collecting your
children at the end of the school
day.
 Home Learning book to be
returned every Wednesday
 Class assembly is on Monday
26th June at 9.00am

